We propose a generalized multiscale finite element method (GMsFEM) based on clustering algorithm to study the elliptic PDEs with random coefficients in the multiquery setting. Our method consists of offline and online stages. In the offline stage, we construct a small number of reduced basis functions within each coarse grid block, which can then be used to approximate the multiscale finite element basis functions. In addition, we coarsen the corresponding random space through a clustering algorithm. In the online stage, we can obtain the multiscale finite element basis very efficiently on a coarse grid by using the pre-computed multiscale basis. The new GMsFEM can be applied to multiscale SPDE starting with a relatively coarse grid, without requiring the coarsest grid to resolve the smallest-scale of the solution. The new method offers considerable savings in solving multiscale SPDEs. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method for several multiscale stochastic problems without scale separation.
Introduction
Many multiscale problems have stochastic nature due to missing information at small scales. For example, in porous media applications, the media properties are unknown in many locations and interpolated from some indirect and direct measurements. As a result, engineers can typically produce many realizations of the permeability field. In some cases, the stochastic description of the permeability is parameterized; however, in many cases, one deals with very large number of permeability realizations. The objective is to perform many simulations and understand the solution as a stochastic quantity. In this paper, our objective is to propose a fast method based on coarsening of both spatial and uncertainty space (in terms of realizations) for computing the solution space.
The stochastic description of the permeability field contains multiple scales, which do not have apparent scale separation. Moreover, the uncertainties at different scales can be tightly coupled and one needs to upscale their interaction together. For this reason, stochastic upscaled models are often used. Stochastic upscaled models use coarse grids in the physical space and propose an ensemble average of the fine-grid permeability. As a result, one deals with stochastic flow equations on coarse grids. Some more commonly used approaches include upscaling a few realizations and making predictions based on these simulations.
Many approaches have been developed for stochastic problems. Most famous approaches include Monte Carlo methods and their variations [18, 2, 30, 17] . In some other approaches the uncertainties are represented using polynomials of random fields or collocation points in uncertainty space. Typical methods are the stochastic finite element method [2] , Wiener chaos expansion or generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) method and stochastic collocation method, see [16, 26, 37, 1, 28, 22, 35, 36, 29, 33] and references therein. These approaches do not take into account the interaction between the spatial scales and uncertainties. There are some recent attempts that take into account of the space and uncertainty interaction [31, 32] . In [34] , Zabaras et al proposed a probabilistic graphical model approach to efficiently perform uncertainty quantification in the presence of both stochastic input and multiple physical scales. Hou et al explored the low-dimensional structures that hidden behind the high-dimensional SPDE problems and have made some progress in solving high-dimensional and/or multiscale SPDEs [5, 6, 4, 38] . We should point out that it is still extremely challenging to solve stochastic multiscale problems, due to their complicated natures, namely, high-dimensionality of the solution spaces.
In our approach, we consider the joint coarsening of both spatial and uncertainty space motivated by many physical applications, where uncertainties and spatial scales are tightly coupled. For representing the spatial scales, we use the generalized multiscale finite element method (GMsFEM) [13, 7, 12, 11, 21, 14] . The main idea of this approach is to use the snapshots and local spectral decomposition for computing few basis functions. In this paper, these ideas are used for a few selected realizations to compute basis functions that can be used to represent multiple realizations. However, it is obvious that the use of many realizations will introduce many spatial patterns and can require too many multiscale basis functions. This can lead to very expensive computations. For this reason, we use coarsening algorithm in the uncertainty space that can allow using a few multiscale basis functions and possibly basis functions that can be written as a product of spatial and stochastic functions. In general, if the uncertainty space is partitioned uniformly, we expect a larger dimensional coarse spaces.
To coarsen the uncertainty space, we first define a distance function in each coarse block. The appropriate distance functions in clustering must include the distance between the solutions as this is a correct measure. However, one usually has many local solutions. In this case, we use local solutions with randomized boundary conditions motivated by [3] . The main idea of our motivation is that the local problems with randomized boundary conditions can represent the main modes of local problems that are computed using all boundary conditions. Because there are many realizations, we compute these local solutions for selected realizations and then compute their Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE) [23, 25] to approximate the solutions at all other realizations. Using these approximate solutions, we compute the distance between two realizations. Using this distance and k-mean clustering algorithms [20] , we cluster the uncertainty space and define the corresponding coarse blocks.
To construct multiscale basis functions in each cluster and a coarse block, we select a realization or an average realization. The latter is used within GMsFEM to construct multiscale basis functions. The basis function is constructed by computing snapshot vectors and performing local spectral decomposition. In this construction, we assume that the permeability fields within each cluster is almost uniform in the appropriate metric as defined for clustering. One can also try to construct product basis functions. To do so, we will need to construct stochastic basis functions, which represent the variations of the solution in the uncertainty space. Taking the product of stochastic basis functions and spatial multiscale basis functions for some average realizations, we can compute multiscale basis functions, which represent both spatial information and uncertainties.
For global coupling of multiscale basis functions, we use continuous Galerkin formulation, though other discretization approaches can be used (e.g., Petrov-Galerkin, Discontinuous Galerkin methods). We consider two global couplings. The first one is a realization based approach, where we solve the global problem for each realization. The computations for each realization can be performed in parallel. Another approach is to use Galerkin in space and uncertainty space. In this approach, the variational formulation takes into account the average across the realizations. The second approach is cheaper for ensemble level calculations because it involves fewer global computations.
The offline space constructed in this paper can be enhanced using online basis functions. The online basis functions are adaptively constructed using the residual information to improve the convergence. In [8] , this algorithm is discussed for deterministic problems. The extension of this approach to stochastic problems will be discussed in this paper. The online basis functions are constructed for spatial and stochastic spaces by considering the joint residual. The construction can be done adaptively for selected coarse blocks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The formulations of the stochastic multiscale model problem is presented in section 2. In section 3, we introduce the coarse grid discretization of the spacial domain and the random space. We also propose the basic clustering algorithm for coarsening the tensor space. In section 4, we give a general introduction of the generalized multiscale finite element method (GMsFEM) based on clustering. Both the offline and online computation will be discussed. In addition, issues regarding the practical implementation and computational complexity analysis will be covered. In Section 5, we present numerical results to demonstrate the efficiency of our method. Concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present the problem setting and the fine grid discretization. Let D be a bounded domain in
and Ω is a parameter space in R m , where the dimension m can be large in practice. We consider the following parameter-dependent second order linear elliptic equation,
where κ(x, ω) is highly heterogeneous with respect to the physical space D and f (x, ω) ∈ L 2 (D), ∀ω ∈ Ω. Even though we write the problem as parametric, our method will only use realizations of κ(x, ω). This is very important since engineers can only obtain realizations of the permeability field in practice. Thus, we assume that Ω is a discrete set of realizations ω i 's. The weak formulation of the problem (1) is to find
where the bilinear form a and the linear functional l are defined as,
We remark that the measure dω in (2) is assumed to be the uniform measure as in many cases we only have realizations of the permeability field κ(x, ω) (e.g., the SPE10 model in reservoir simulation). In the space L 2 (Ω; H 1 (D)), we define the norm of the tensor space
Fine grid discretization
We introduce the fine grid discretization for solving the multiscale problem (2) . Let T h be a fine-grid partition of the domain D with mesh size h and Ω d be the fine sampling subset of Ω which can approximately represent the whole space Ω, namely Ω d = {ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω M } ⊂ Ω, and the corresponding weights are {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w M } with M i=1 w i = 1. If the permeability field is given as κ(x, ω), then we can sample the space of Ω to obtain realizations. There are many methods to sample the space Ω, such as Monte Carlo sampling, quasi Monte Carlo sampling [2] , and Latin hypercube sampling. The measure defined on Ω d is a weighted discrete measure which accurately approximates the measure on the Ω, that is,
The fine-grid reference solution u h ∈ V h is defined by solving
where V h is the fine-grid finite element space defined by
where Q 1 (τ ) is a linear function on the element τ . We remark that the fine-grid partition T h of the domain D allows us to resolve all heterogeneities of κ(x, ω) in D. In general, solving Eq. (4) is expensive as the dimension of the fine-grid finite element space V h is large and one needs to solve the multiscale problem for many realizations of κ(x, ω).
In the following sections, we shall design an effective approach that allows one to solve (4) approximately and accurately with much lower computational costs. We shall build a lower dimensional space V H using the idea of GMsFEM. In order to build the most efficient representation of the solution, we shall not separate the physical variable x and the random variable ω in our framework. That is, we shall not use a tensor product approach. Indeed, we shall couple the influence in terms of both x and ω simultaneously in our construction.
Coarse grids
In this section, we shall introduce the coarse grid discretization of the spacial domain D and the parameter space Ω d . One obvious choice of the partition of the product space D×Ω d is to construct the partitions of D and Ω d separately and then use the tensor products. However, this approach may not be good in practice. We shall use a more adaptive approach, namely, the partition of the parameter space depends on the partition of the spatial domain D. In particular, We shall first define a partition for the domain D. Then for each of the element in the partition of D, We shall construct a corresponding partition for the set Ω d . Our numerical experiments demonstrate that this new approach is very effective in solving the heterogenous multiscale problems.
Coarse spatial grid
We first present the construction of the coarse grid and related notations for the spatial domain D. We use T H to denote a coarse grid partition of the domain D and the elements of T H are called coarse elements, where H is the mesh size of the coarse element. To simplify the discussions, we shall assume that the fine grid partition T
h is a refinement of the coarse grid partition T H . Let x i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , be the set of interior nodes in the coarse grid, and N is the number of the interior coarse grid nodes. For each coarse node x i , the coarse neighborhood D i is defined by
that is, the union of all coarse elements K j ∈ T H having the vertex x i . We present an illustration of the course grid notations in Figure 1 . 
Coarsening Ω d via clustering algorithm.
Next, we discuss the coarsening of Ω d via clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm will be performed for each neighborhood of D i in general. In simplified cases, one can assume the same clustering for all D i 's; however, we emphasize that in general cases, one needs to coarsen Ω d for each coarse spatial grid block D i separately.
To perform the clustering, we shall use a distance function
is defined in the solution space instead of the sample space. More precisely, for any two elements ω n , ω m ∈ Ω d , we define the distance d i (ω n , ω m ) be the distance of the two functions φ n , φ m in D i , where φ n , φ m are solutions of −∇ · (κ(x, ω)∇φ(x, ω)) = 0 with ω = ω n , ω m in D i respectively and with an appropriate boundary condition on ∂D i . However, solving the multiscale problem to get φ n and φ m for every pair of elements ω n and ω m in Ω d is expensive. Therefore, we present a simplified way to reduce the computational cost in our clustering algorithm. For each coarse neighborhood D i , we first construct a snapshot space for a subset in Ω d . We denote this subset of Ω d by Ω subset d
. Our objective is to find a simplified distance functions in Ω d that can be used for clustering. The main idea is to use randomized harmonic extensions and KL expansion. The clustering algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2 . We consider the i-th coarse neighborhood D i and a fixed subset Ω
More details about the oversampling technique for multiscale finite element method can be found in [15] and references therein. In addition, we let V i,+ h be the subspace of V h defined by
and the subspace V . In particular, we find ψ
subject to the boundary conditions ψ
where R j is a discrete random function defined with respect to the fine grid boundary point on ∂D + i and k i are the number of local problem that one needs to solve in coarse neighborhood D i .
How to choose the appropriate number of snapshot functions ψ i j (x) number k i will effect the performance of our method. Our goal is to construct a few effective boundary conditions so that the snapshot functions ψ i j (x) can be used to approximate the solution space. We find that this is closely related to the range-finding problem. In discrete level, we can formulate the range-finding problem as: for a matrix T , we want to find a matrix Q with independent columns such that its column space accurately approximates the column space T , i.e.,
where is a small parameter and || · || is a matrix norm.
Randomized range finding algorithm is very efficient to construct the matrix Q and to capture the column space of T . See [19, 24] for more details about the randomized algorithms for finding low-dimensional structures. To justify the approximation error ||T − QQ T T ||, we denote B = (I − QQ T )T and draw k random vectors ω j , j = 1, ..., k. We use T to act on these ω j , i = 1, ..., k, and compute the residual after projecting the images T ω j to the column space of Q, namely ||(I − QQ T )T ω j ||. If all the k number of residuals are smaller than α π 2 , then the condition (6) holds except with a small probability α −k , where α > 1. The good thing about the randomized range-finding algorithms and the error estimation (6) is that they do not require access to each entry of the matrix T , but only require the matrix-vector multiplication. For our problem, this matrix-vector multiplication corresponding to solve (5) with certain random boundary conditions. Therefore, we employ the randomized range finding philosophy and the error estimation in our problem to determine an optimal number k i so that we can reduce the computational cost. In the next step, we perform a KL expansion of the snapshot functions {ψ i j (x, ω)} and obtain the dominant modes in the solution space 
We also note thatψ 
The key idea of our new algorithm is to use this low-dimensional space to solve the local problem for each realization in Ω d . More precisely, for each ω ∈ Ω d , we find a functioñ ψ
snap . We remark that solving the above problems is very efficient due to the small dimension of the solution space V i snap , which enables us to construct a distance function in Ω d . To be specific, we use local solutions to define a distance function on Ω d , denoted as
We then use the k-means clustering algorithm [20] with the distance function defined in (8) to cluster the sampling space Ω d into J i clusters Ω snap for the dimension reduction. We shall discuss the full description of the construction in the following subsections.
Construct the snapshot space
The definition of the snapshot space V (i,j) snap is based on a(ω)-harmonic extensions. Let B h (D i ) be the set of all fine-grid nodes lying on the boundary of the coarse neighborhood of ∂D i . For each fine grid node x i , the discrete delta function δ h k (x) is defined by
Next, we define the k-th snapshot basis function ψ
Here, we take the mean of κ(x, ω) within a cluster for computing offline spaces. In general, one can use a typical realization or a few realizations in a similar fashion. The main idea is that within each cluster, we assume that the realizations are similar in an appropriate metric (i.e., the distance between randomized snapshots).
The dimension of V
snap is equal to the number of fine grid nodes lying on ∂D i . We can use the randomized snapshots with oversampling technique to reduce the dimension of V (i,j) snap and therefore reduce the computational cost of solving these snapshot basis functions.
Construct the offline space
To obtain the offline space V (i,j) off , we shall perform a spectral decomposition in the snapshot space. The spectral decomposition is defined as to find (φ
where {χ i (x)} is the partition of unity functions for the spatial domain D with respect to the partition {D i } andκ (i,j) (x) is defined the same as in (9). We assume the eigenvalues are arranged in an ascending order. Then, the offline basis functions for the coarse neighborhood
Global formulation
The offline space V off can be used to solve the multiscale stochastic problem (1) for any input parameter ω and any right hand side function f (x, ω). In particular, the stochastic GMsFEM for the multiscale stochastic problem (1) is to find u ms ∈ V off such that
By solving (13) using Galerkin method, we can obtain the numerical approximation solution u ms to the multiscale stochastic solution.
Online basis functions
The numerical solution obtained in the offline space has already produced a good approximation to the multiscale stochastic solution. In some cases, however, we need to improve the accuracy of the solution by using some online basis functions, which are constructed in the online stage.
To demonstrate the main idea of the online update, we consider a coarse neighborhood D i and the set Ω i j for example. We define the following residual function
where
To construct an online basis function φ
, we solve the following problem
We assume a piecewise constant approximation in the space Ω i j . The above problem (15) leads to a(ω k ; φ
The basis function φ
on is added to the space V off . In general, we do not need to solve (16) for every ω k in the set Ω i j . We only need to choose those ω k such that the residual R i,j (ω k ; v) are large and update its corresponding reduced basis space.
Discussions
Before we end this section, we give some general discussions about our algorithms as follows.
• In our algorithm, we have used k-mean algorithm for clustering and a multiscale approximation for computing distances for all pairs. In general, we can use other clustering algorithms [27] and more accurate approximation for distances. This can make the coarsening of the uncertainty space (clustering) to provide a better convergence and we plan to study this in our future work.
• In the paper, we do not analyze the accuracy of the method. We expect the accuracy depends on the realization-based multiscale approximations and the cluster sizes. The first one has been analyzed in our previous papers [10] and can be improved [9] . The error due to the cluster size will be in the form of the variance of the solution space, which we plan to study in our future works.
• The proposed methods can take an advantage of the adaptivity in spatial space and uncertainty space. In particular, the number of multiscale basis functions in each coarse-grid block can be controlled via some error indicators [10] . Adaptivity for clustering will involve changing the cluster sizes and adding more or less elements in each cluster. This can be expensive in general.
• The online step is important to accelerate the convergence. By adding the online basis functions adaptively, we can decrease the error significantly at a cost of reformulating the coarse-grid problem. We believe the accuracy of the online method depends on the offline spaces as in [8] .
Numerical Results
In this section, we perform some numerical experiments to test the performance and accuracy of the proposed cluster-based generalized multiscale finite element method for multiscale elliptic PDEs with random coefficients. As we will demonstrate in our paper, our new method could offer accurate numerical solutions with considerable computational savings over traditional stochastic methods. In the results below, we will use two types of error quantities to show the performance of our method. The first type of errors is
which measures the L 2 norm of the error over all realizations. The second type of errors is
which measures the L 2 norm of the error over M realizations, where M = 10 in our numerical experiments.
Permeability with high-contrast inclusions and channels
In this example, we consider a permeability containing high-contrast inclusions and channels (see Figure 3 ). More precisely, we consider the following 2D elliptic PDE with random coefficient,
To introduce randomness, we move these high-contrast inclusions at different directions and change their permeability values, while keeping the values at a high range. In Figure 3 , we depict two realizations. In Table 5 .1, we show numerical results for one of the clusters. In this table, we compare L 2 norms of the mean and realizations between the fine-grid solution and the coarse-grid solution across the space and realizations. In particular, we show the results when choosing all realizations and when selecting 10 random realizations. In our results, we increase the number of basis functions and add more basis functions in each coarse-grid block. The latter can be done adaptively. We observe that the error has been reduced to 8% when 5 basis functions are used, which is similar to the case of using 3 basis functions. We note that this is the error due to the clustering size and can not be reduced further unless we change the cluster size.
In the next tables, we increase the number of cluster. In Table 2 , we use 3 clusters and increase the number of basis functions per coarse element. We observe from this table that the error decreases as we increase the number of basis functions and, moreover, the error is smaller when using 3 clusters compared to the case of using 1 cluster.
Next, in Table 3 , we use 5 clusters and increase the number of basis functions per coarse element. In this case, we again observe an error decreasing as the number of basis is being increased and smaller error compared to the case with 3 clusters. In this table, we also show an error corresponding when using GMsFEM basis functions for each realization. The latter is used to identify the error due to GMsFEM coarse-grid discretization. We observe that this error is about 4% compared to 6%, which indicates that our approach requires a few clusters in this example to achieve a good accuracy. Finally, we present a test case to show the performance of using online basis functions defined in Section 4.4. In Table 4 , we show the numerical results. In our computations, we start the process by using 3 offline basis functions, and this step corresponds to zeroth online iteration. Then we show the errors for the next 3 online iterations, where one online basis is added for each iteration. We observe that the method is able to produce very accurate results after a couple of online iterations. In Figure 4 , we present the convergence history the online iteration, namely, we show the logarithm of the error versus the number of degrees of freedoms. We observe clearly the exponential decay of the error from this figure. Table 3 : Errors for the case 1 using #cluster = 5. The error in the parenthesis shows the error using GMsFEM basis function using the specific realization.
Permeability with randomness and spatial heterogeneities
In this example, we consider the same 2D elliptic PDE (17) with homogeneous boundary condition and a random permeability field a(x, ω) = e 0.1+ 2+sin(7πx 1 ) sin(8πx 2 ) 2+sin(9πx 1 ) sin(7πx 2 ) where we have 3 random variables ξ i (ω) follow the standard normal distribution N (0, 1) that represent the randomness and spatial heterogeneities. We depict two realizations of this permeability field in Figure 5 .
As in our previous example, We shall vary the number of clusters and the number of basis functions. In Tables 5 and 6 , we consider two cluster sizes with 6 and 10 clusters. In each case, we vary the number of basis functions in each coarse-grid block. We observe from these numerical results that the method based on 6 clusters has provided an accurate result that is very comparable to that obtained from using 10 clusters.
In Table 6 , we present the numerical results when using the multiscale basis functions for each realization (see the numbers in the parentheses). These results show that 10 clusters provide almost the same results compared when using multiscale basis functions for each realization and this, it is sufficient to have only 10 clusters for our multiscale simulations.
Remark 5.1. We should point out that the coefficient a(x, ω) in (19) is a highly nonlinear functional of ξ i (ω) and does not have the affine parameter dependence property. The clustering algorithm proposed in this paper helps us automatically explore the heterogeneities of the solution space and constructs the reduced basis functions. Thus, our method can efficiently solve this type of challenging problem. 7.83%(7.18%) 7.80%(7.13%) Table 6 : Errors for the case 2 using #cluster = 10.
Concluding remarks
In the paper, we propose a generalized multiscale approach for stochastic problems. Though construction of multiscale basis functions on a coarse spatial grid is well studied, there has not been much research on coarsening uncertainty space for multiscale problems. The coarsening of the uncertainty space needs adaptivity to avoid a large dimensional coarse spaces. Because the coupling over the uncertainty space, the adaptivity simply requires grouping relevant realizations. We start with an arbitrary spatial coarse grid and perform an adaptivity in the uncertainty space by selecting realizations. The latter requires some carefully selected distances as simple L 2 distance in the coefficients is an appropriate measure for multiscale problems. We then introduce an appropriate distance and present an approximation for the distance, which is used for clustering. Once the clustering is performed, we construct multiscale basis functions for each cluster and perform multiscale simulations. We discuss some further extensions. One of them includes the online procedures, which can be used to accelerate the convergence. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method for several multiscale stochastic problems without scale separation. Most importantly, we find that the cluster-based method allows us to explore the heterogeneities of the solution space and to solve nonlinear random elliptic PDEs.
